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Takeaways

 Marketability is an Art not a Science

 Take Zillow’s Zestimate as an example to 

see how business objectives affect our 

features selection 

 Define Marketability



Data Science

Wikipedia: is an interdisciplinary field about 

scientific methods, processes, and systems 

to extract knowledge or insights
from data in various forms, either structured 

or unstructured, similar to data mining.



Insights

 Data > Opinions

 Data also subject to interpretation 

 Extracting the Insights for who

 Project Leader

 Sales Director

 CFO

 CEO



Insights
Data Scientists

 Focus on modeling, accuracy, sometimes 
welcome plethora of data and refine weights 
of the attributes

 Discover patterns and relationship in data 
and eventually prediction

CEO

 Impacts to its top line (revenue generation), 
bottom line (cost reduction)

 Prefer filtering, prioritized relationship



Real Estate Industry: Zillow

Industrial Landscape

 50b billion commission market (not 
include newly built, commercial)

 Property agents median income : $48,000

 13b ad. Market, the largest segment, 
second is car rep. 12b

 1 million property agents, 25% doing 75% 
market, spending 30% of their commission 
on marketing.



About Zillow

 StreetEasy, Zillow, Trulia and HotPads

 Monthly Active Users: 171m

 Q4 2016: Revenue $227m, Marketplace 
(ad from property agents) $210m, rest 
from mortgage and display ad.

 APRA (Annual Revenue Per Agent) = 
$4300

 Roughly 165,000 agents out of 250,000 
highly active agents put an ad on Zillow



CEO’s Challenges

 Market Place (ad. from agents) rep. 92.5% 
revenue

 66% active property agents already 
signed up with Zillow

 Zillow is serving for Home Buyers, Home 
Sellers have different behaviors and results 
in less site visit

 No ad. Income generating from listing 
agents



Listing Agents: 



Behaviors: Home Buyers & 

Sellers
 Browsing information: Home buyers 16 months 

ahead, Home Sellers 4 ½ months

 Browsing time spent: Home Buyers 6X more 
than Home Sellers

 Home Buyers needs more info on school, 
neighborhood, mass transit, 

 Limited browsing, bookmark, querying, so 
limited understanding of Home Sellers’ 
motives

 Much Harder to find who are the potential 
Home Sellers



Home Sellers typically ask:

 1. How much can I sell my house for. 

 2. How long it takes.

So we know Home Sellers care about how 

much their house worth even they are not 

planning to sell



Technology Initiatives 

 Go-to-market initiatives → ultimate 

financial goal is to increase revenue

 Productivity enhancement initiatives →

ultimate financial goal is to reduce 

expenses



Go-to-market

 Mortgage and Display (established 

players present, highly competitive)

 MarketPlace 92.5% revenue, ad from 

agents were driven by demand side 

(Home Buyers)

 Acquiring Home Owners will attract Listing 

agents business



Technology Initiative: Zestimate

The Zestimate® home value is Zillow's 

estimated market value for an individual 

home and is calculated for about 100 

million homes nationwide. It is a starting 

point in determining a home's value and is 

not an official appraisal. The Zestimate is 

automatically computed daily based on 

millions of public and user-submitted data 

points.



Zestimate - Goals

 Zestimate = Trusted Reference for both 

Home Buyers and Sellers

 To check “How much my house worth”. 

Home Sellers have reasons to keep 

coming back to Zillow

 Home Sellers are incremental users and 

ad dollars will follow



Zillow’s Home Value Prediction 

(Zestimate) Prize $1.2m

Zillow’s Zestimate home valuation has shaken up the 
U.S. real estate industry since first released 11 years 
ago. ………………………………

In this million-dollar competition, participants will 
develop an algorithm that makes predictions about 
the future sale prices of homes. ………………..

In the final round, you’ll build a home valuation 
algorithm from the ground up, using external data 
sources to help engineer new features that give your 
model an edge over the competition.

https://www.kaggle.com/c/zillow-prize-1

https://www.kaggle.com/c/zillow-prize-1


Zestimate 

 58 Features covering 

 Basic Property Features, 

 Amenities, 

 Structure Quality 

Given your understanding of the CEO’s 

challenges, what would your 

include/exclude the features differently



What about Adding 

Features

 Macro Economic Level 

 Interest rates, Taxes policy, Newly built tract

 Neighborhood (Geographical) Level

 Transportation: cul-del-sec, high volume 
traffic, highway exit, distance from subway

 Lifestyles: Hangout, nightlife, shopping 
district

 Hazardous: Chemical plant, Flood/Wild Fire 
Zone



If I were the CEO

Demand and Supply Determine Price

Supplies – Predicting Coming Home 
available for listing

Guesstimate 51% chance they are 
available to sell in next 5 years

 Home Owners live there for 40 years (MLS)

 Widow (Court: Mortality / Marriage rate)

 Primary Residence, not investment 
property (Tax)



Addressing CEO’s 

Challenges

Features on studying the Supplies –

addressing CEO’s challenges

 Users Acquisitions (Home Owners) are 

incremental 

 Identify Potential Home Sellers and 

Proactive engagement them



Marketability is

Consider these factors in starting your Data 

Science’s initiative 

 Understand the business objectives, and 

the ultimate financial impact

 Align your interest to the CEO, instead of 

the company











Startup faces additional issue: 

communicate by figures only


